Effective May 1, 2019, GSA Global Supply will lower the minimum order amount for products without a standing GSA Global Supply contract to $37.50 (sell price to customer).

**Affected Commodities**

This change affects all NSNs, commercial part numbers, and products identified with only item descriptions in all commodity classes managed by GSA. It is applicable to all products in these commodity classes without standing GSA Global Supply contract coverage: all NSNs with Acquisition Advice Codes (AAC) NOT equal to H (primarily impacts AAC J NSNs), as well as all commercial part numbers and products identified only with item descriptions. NSN AACs are visible on FEDLOG and the Federal Logistics Information Service (FLIS).

Limited exceptions may occur if GSA Global Supply cannot identify a source at the $37.50 minimum order amount. If GSA Global Supply is unable to procure an item at the lower minimum, the order will receive a C8 rejection status.

**Affected Ordering Channels**

This change is applicable for all GSA ordering channels, including orders placed via FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP, GSAAAdvantage, GSA Global Supply website, FEDMALL, GSA call center, and non-automated “offline” orders, such as email.

Because GSA Global Supply products without standing contract coverage do not appear on GSAAAdvantage or the GSA Global Supply website, the impact there will be minimal.

Customers attempting to order non-contract products below the minimum order thresholds described in this notice via FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP will receive a C8 rejection status.

**Contacts**

Northeast & Caribbean Supply and Acquisition Center: Roseclair Thompson - roseclair.thompson@gsa.gov

Heartland Acquisition Center: Janet Schweer - janet.schweer@gsa.gov

Southwest Supply Acquisition Center: Sheila Patterson - sheila.patterson@gsa.gov.